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HURRICANE AS AN EXTREME
METEOROLOGICAL
EVENT
ROGER A. PIELKE, JR. AND ROGER A. PIELKE, SR.

1 INTRODUCTION: UNDERSTANDING
EXTREME WEATHER EVENTS

SOCIETAL

RESPONSES TO

In the 1970s, many decision makers became increasingly interested in climate
because of numerous weather-related impacts around the world. Events that
helped to stimulate this interest included the failed Peruvian anchovy harvest in
1972 and 1973, the 1968 to 1973 drought in the African Sahel, a severe winter
freeze in 1972 in the Soviet Union, and in 1974 floods, drought, and early frost in the
U.S. Midwest. In 1977, winter in the eastern United States was the coldest ever
recorded and summer was one of the three hottest in a century. As a consequenceof
these extreme events and their impacts, decision makers began paying more attention
to the relation of weather and climate to human affairs.
Understanding societal responses to weather and climate requires an understanding of the terms weather and climate. The 1979 World Climate Conference adopted
the following definitions of weather and climate:
Weatheris associatedwith the completestateof the atmosphereata particularinstantin
time, and with the evolutionof this statethroughthe generation,growthand decayof
individual disturbances.
Climateis the synthesisof weathereventsoverthe whole of a period statisticallylong
enoughto establishits statisticalensembleproperties(mean value, variances,probabilities of extremeevents,etc.)and is largely independentof any instantaneous
state.
Handbook of Weather,Climate,and Water:AtmosphericChemistry,Hydrology,and Societal Impacts,
Edited by ThomasD. Potterand BradleyR. Colman.
ISBN 0-471-21489-2 (g) 2003 John Wiley & Sons,Inc.
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Climate refers to more than "averageweather" (Gibbs, 1987). Climate is, in
statisticalterminology,the distributionof weathereventsand their componentproperties (e.g., rainfall) oversomeperiod of time, typically a few monthsto thousands
of years. In general,climate statisticsare basedon actual(e.g., weatherstation)or
proxy (e.g., ice core) records of weatherobservations.Sucha record of weather
events can be used to create a frequency distribution that will have a central
tendency,which can be expressedas an average,but it will also have a variance
(i.e., spreadaround an average).Often, variability is more importantto decision
makersthan the averagestate (Katz and Brown, 1992).
How society thinks about "extreme" weatheris, of course,related to what is
definedas "normal" weather.What, then, is a "normal" weatherevent?Thereare
different ways to define normalweather.Of course,it is possibleto argue that on
planetEarth all weathereventsare in somesensenormal; however,sucha definition
has little practical utility for decisionmakers.One way to refine the conceptis to
define normalweathereventsasthoseeventsthat occurwithin a certainrangewithin
a distribution,suchas, for instance,all eventsthat fall within one standarddeviation
of the mean. In practice,historical recordsof various lengthsand reliabilities have
beencollected around the world for temperature,precipitation,storm events,and
others. When data is available,sucha statisticaldefinition lends itself to equating
normal weatherwith "expected" weather,where expectationsare set accordingto
the amount of the distribution defined as normal. For example,about 68% of all
eventsfall within one standarddeviationof the mean of a bell-shapeddistribution.
A changein the statisticaldistribution of a weathervariable-such as that associated with a change in climate-is troubling becausedecisionmakers may no
longer expectthat the future will resemblethe past. For the insuranceindustry,as
well as otherdecisionmakerswho rely on actuarialinformation,sucha possibilityof
a changingclimate is particularlytroubling. A climatechangeis thus a variationor
changein the shapeor location(e.g., mean)of a distributionof discreteevents(Katz,
1993).
"Extreme" weathereventscan simply be definedas those not normal, however
normalis chosento be defined.For instance,if normalweathereventsarethosethat
occur within 2 standarddeviationsof the mean,then about5% of all eventswill be
classifiedas extreme.
While it is possibleto classifyhurricanesas either"normal" or "extreme" in this
manner,the simple factis that for mostcommunitiesanylandfallinghurricanewould
qualify as an extremeeventbecauseof their rarity at particular locationsalong the
coast.
Fromthe standpointof thosehumanactivitiessensitiveto hurricaneimpacts,it is
often the casethat decisionsare madeand decisionprocessesestablishedbasedon
someset of expectationsaboutwhatfuture weatheror climate will be like. Building
codes,land-useregulations,insurancerates,disastercontingencyfunds are eachan
exampleof decisionsthat are dependentupon an expectationof the frequencyand
magnitudeof future normal and extremeevents.
In short,decisionmakerstypically establishpoliciesbaseduponan expectationof
normal weather.Yet for most coastalcommunitiesnormal weatherhas historically
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(or at leastoverthe time of a human memory)meantno hurricanes!Consequently,
people are often surprised when a hurricane does strike and then overwhelms
responsecapabilities.Becausedecisionmakersdo not alwaysconsiderthe possibility of extremeweather,when sucheventsoccur,they often revealsociety'svulnerabilities and sometimeslead to human disaster.A fundamentalchallengefacing
societyis to incorporateinformation aboutweatherand climate risks into decision
making in orderto take advantageof normalweatherandto preparefor the extreme.
The degreeto which societyexploits normal weatherand reducesits vulnerabilities
to extremeweatheris a function of how societyorganizesitself in the face of whatis
known about various typical and extremeweatherevents.The challengeis made
more difficult by variability at all measurabletime scalesin the underlyingclimate,
andhencein the frequency,magnitude,and locationof variousweatherevents.And,
of course,decisionsthathavea weatheror climate componentalsoare ladenwith all
of the political, practical,and social factorsthat influencepolicy.
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One of the most powerful naturalphenomenaon the face of Earth,the hurricaneis a
memberof a broaderclass of phenomenacalledcyclones.. The term cyclonerefers
to any weathersystemthat circulatesin a counterclockwisedirectionin the Northern
Hemisphereand in a clockwise direction in the SouthernHemisphere."Tropical
cyclones" typically form overoceanwatersof the tropics.The tropicsarethe areaon
Earth'ssurfacebetweenthe Tropic of Capricornand the Tropic of Cancer,230 27"
southand north of the equator,respectively.Extratropicalcyclones,for comparison,
form as a result of the temperaturecontrastbetweenthe colder air at higherlatitudes
and warmerair closerto the equator.Extratropicalstormsform over both the ocean
and land.
Tropicalcycloneshave beengiven differentnamesdependingon their region of
origin. In the westernnorth Pacific, they are called typhoons,while in the Bay of
Bengalthey are referredto as severecyclonic stormsof hurricaneintensity. In the
Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean,and Pacific north of the equatorand eastof the
internationaldateline they are hurricanes.Evidence of tropical cycloneshas been
documentedin a variety of othergeographiclocationsincluding Europeand North
Africa at earliergeologictimes (Ager, 1993).Figure I showsthe tracksof all tropical
cycloneswith winds greaterthan 39 mph for the IO-yearperiod 1979to 1988.
The meteorologicalcommunityusesa number of terms to classify the various
stagesin the life cycle of tropical cyclones.The following are definitionsof tropical
cyclonesused in the Atlantic Oceanbasin(Pielke and Pielke, 1997):
*This chapterconsidershurricanesas an extrememeteorologicalevent. It first discussesthe physical
aspectsof hurricanes,including their developmentand impacts on oceanand land. It then overviews
societalimpacts.
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Tropical low
A surfacelow-pressuresystemin the tropical latitudes.
Tropical disturbance A tropical low andan associatedclusterof thunderstorms
that has, at most, only a weak surfacewind circulation.
Tropical depression A tropical low with a wind circulationof sustainedI-min
surfacewinds of less than 34 knots (kt) [39 miles per
hour (mph), 18 meters per second [mjs] circulating
around the center of the low]. [A knot (i.e., a nautical
mile per hour) equalsabout 1.15mph. A nauticalmile is
the length of 1 min of arc of latitude.]
Tropical storm
A tropical cyclone with maximum sustainedsurface
winds of 34 to less than 64kt (39 to 74mph, 18 to
33 mjs).
Hurricane
A tropical cyclone with maximum sustainedsurface
winds of 64 kt (74mph, 33 mjs) or greater.(In the Pacific
Oceanwest of the internationaldate line, hurricanesare
called typhoons.They are the samephenomenon.)
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The word hurricane derives from the Spanish huracan,itself derived from the
dialects of indigenous peoples of the Caribbeanand Latin America (Dunn and
Miller, 1964). 'Hunraken' was the name of the Mayan storm god, and 'Huraken'
was the god of thunderand lightning for the Quiche of southernGuatemala(Henry
et al., 1994).The Tainosand Caribetribes of the Caribbeancalled their God of Evil
by the name Huracan. Other indigenousdialectsincluded words suchas aracan,
urican, and hurivanvucanto refer to "Big Wind." The deificationof the hurricane
and the connectionof indigenousreferentswith evil and violence is an indication
that hurricaneshad a significant impact on the lives of manypeoplesof the Caribbeanand Latin America.
The historicalrecord of documentedhurricaneeventsbegins with the European
conquestof North America. Columbus, in his four voyagesto North America,
experienceddirect contact with an Atlantic hurricane only in his fourth voyage.
Meteorologicalhistorian David Ludlam notes that Columbus' good fortune in his
first voyageleadsoneto wonder"what the courseof history in the WestIndiesmight
have beenif, in the autumnof 1492,a full-blown tropical stormhad dashedthe frail
craft of the Admiral's fleetto the bottomof the seaor flung themshipwreckon some
tiny cay" (Ludlam, 1963, p. 1). Others did not experiencesuch good fortune.
Shakespeare's
play, The Tempest,
was looselybasedon reportsof a 1609hurricane
nearBermudathat sunkthe vesselSea Ventureand strandedthe passengers,
including John Rolf, future husbandof Pocahontas,on the island for 10 months. This
storm's movementwas among the first successfullyanticipatedby the colonists.During
the course of the storm's trek through the Caribbean,a skipper in the
Royal Navy cautionedthe British fleet to move out of the storm's path,basedon
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his experience with the movement of past hurricanes. During the 1700s and 1800s
numerous coastal locations were struck by severe hurricanes. Charleston (South
Carolina), New Orleans (Louisiana), and Boston (Massachusetts)were particularly
hard hit a number of times. In 1772 in the West Indies, teenaged Alexander Hamilton
wrote about a hurricane's impact for a local newspaper. His writing caught the
attention of the local gentry who then raised money to send him to the mainland
colonies to further his education, thus setting the stage for his political career.
Tropical storms were once named after the particular "saint's day" that fell
nearest the hurricane event (Tannehill, 1952). For instance, "Hurricane Santa
Ana" hit Puerto Rico on 26 July 1825 (see Rodriguez, 1997). Today, tropical
cyclones are "named" when they reach tropical storm strength. According to one
explanation, this practice dates to the 1950s, following the publication of George R.
Stewart's Storm, a book that featured a forecaster who named storms (Williams,
1992). Another explanation has the origin of the hurricane naming convention
beginning with a military radio operator who, during World War II, ended each
hurricane warning singing "Every little breeze seemsto whisper Louise," prompting
the naming of a particular hurricane Louise (Henry et al., 1994). Whatever the
origin, the practice caught on because it proved useful in identifying different
storms that existed simultaneously. The personification of the extreme event was
also found to be a valuable practice by the various user communities. Until 1979,
tropical storms were given only women's names in English. In 1979 forecasters
began to use men's, French, and Spanish names as well. The repeating, 6-year list
of names assigned to tropical cyclones in the Atlantic was put together by the World
Meteorological Organization. It can be found at the National Hurricane Center's
website at http: j jwww.nhc.noaa.govjnames.htmi. Hurricanes that cause significant
damage or are particularly memorable, such as Andrew (1992), Camille (1969), or
Gilbert (1988), are retired and those names are not used again. Table I lists retired
hurricanes through 1995 and notes death and damages associated with each.
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Typically, in the Atlantic Ocean basin tropical stonns and hurricanes develop over
wanD water between around lOONto 35°N, generally, during the summer and fall.
During an average year about 16 tropical cyclones develop in the easternPacific and
approximately lOin the Atlantic including the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea
(Neumann, 1993). During the period of record, tropical cyclones fail to develop
south of the equator in the Western Hemisphere east of 130 W because of one or
more of the following factors: the relatively cold ocean temperature, typically strong
winds in the upper troposphere, or the absence of an initiation area for tropical lowpressure systems with an associated cluster of thunderstonns (Gray, 1968).* Elsewhere these stonns develop in the Indian Ocean, western Pacific, and easternPacific
*McAdie and Rappaport(1991), however,discussedthe fonnationof a weaktropical cyclonein the south
Atlantic west of tropical Africa in 1991.
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"Retired" Atlantic Hurricane Names through 1994

Year
Name
1954 Carol
1954 Hazel
1955 Connie
1955 Diane
1955 lone
1955 Janet
1957 Audrey
1960 Donna
1961 Carla
1963 Flora
1964 Cleo
1964
1964
1965

Dora
Hilda
Betsy

1966

Inez

1967

Beulah

1969
1970
1972
1975

Celia
Agnes

Location
Louisiana,Mississippi,andAlabama
Antilles, North and SouthCarolina
North Carolina
Mid-Atlantic and NortheastU.S.
North Carolina
LesserAntilles, Belize,and Mexico
Louisianaand North Texas
Bahamas,Florida, and easternU.S.
Texas
Haiti and Cuba
LesserAntilles, Haiti, Cuba,
southeastFlorida
NortheastFlorida
Louisiana
Bahamas,southeastFlorida,
southeastLouisiana
LesserAntilles, Hispaniola,Cuba,
Florida Keys, Mexico
Antilles, Mexico, SouthTexas

Camille

Louisiana,Mississippi,andAlabama
SouthTexas
Florida, northeastU.S.
Eloise
Antilles, northwestFlorida,and
Alabama
1979 David
LesserAntilles, Hispaniola,Florida,
and easternU.S.
1988
Joan
Curacao,Venezuela,Columbia,and
Nicaragua
1989
Antilles and SouthCarolina
Hugo
1990
Diana
Mexico
1990
Klaus
Martinique
1991
Bob
North Carolina and northeastU.S.
1992
Andrew
Bahamas,South Florida,and
Louisiana
1995
Luis
LeewardIslands
1995
Virgin Islands
Marilyn
1995
Mexico, Florida
Opal
1995 Roxanne Mexico
After Pielke andPielke (1997).

u.s. Costs (1990$)and Total
Casualties,etc.
$2.37 billion, 60 deaths
$144 billion, 1000deaths
25 deaths
$4.20 billion, 184deaths
$444 million
538 deaths
$696 million, 550 deaths
$1.82 billion, 364 deaths
$1.93 billion, 46 deaths
8000 deaths
$595 million, 213 deaths
$1.16 billion
$579 million, 304 deaths
$6.46 billion, 75 deaths
1000 deaths
$844million; most tornadoes,
115,ever associatedwith a
hurricane
$5.24 billion, 256 deaths
$1.56 billion
$5.24 billion, 122deaths
$1.08 billion
$487 million, 2000 deaths
216 deaths;crossedinto Pacific
and was renamedMiriam
$7.16 billion, 56 deaths
96 deaths
$1.5 billion
> $25 billion
$2.5 billion, 16 deaths
$1.5 billion, 8 deaths
$3 billion, 59 deaths
$1.5 billion, 14 deaths
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in one direction in a given sector of a winter stonn. Hence the waves move in concert
with the wind. A ship can thus orient itself to minimize the effect of the waves. In a
hurricane, winds change direction rapidly around the eye. The result is a chaotic sea
with swells and waves propagating in a myriad of directions. A ship cannot simply
steerinto the running sea to reduce its risk since there is no one direction from which
the waves come. Large waves also superimpose on top of each other, producing
enonnous swells.

Land Impacts

at the Coast and a Short Distance

Inland

At the coast,the major impactsof eithera landfalling hurricaneor one paralleling
the coastare:
.Storm surge
.Winds
.Rainfall
.Tornadoes
Of these weather features, the storm surge has accounted for over 90% of the
deaths in a hurricane. In recent years, and particularly in the aftermath of hurricane
Andrew, more attention has been paid to the effects of hurricane winds.

Storm Surge
"Stonn surge" refers to a rapid rise of sea level that occurs as a stonn approaches a
coastline. This is in addition to changes in variations in sea level due to tides. Thus, a
stonn surge causes greatest inundation at high tide. A very strong hurricane may
produce a stonn surge of 20 ft (6 m), of which about 3 ft (I m) is due to the lower
atmospheric pressure at the center of a hurricane. The remaining stonn surge is due
to: (i) the piling up of water at the coast, generated by the strong onshore winds and
(ii) a decreased ocean depth near the coast, which steepens the surge. A common
misconception is that the lower pressure at the center of a stonn is the primary cause
of the stonn surge.
At landfall, stonn surge is highest in the front right quadrant of a westwardmoving tropical cyclone (in the Northern Hemisphere), where the onshore winds
are the strongest. It is also large where ocean bottom bathymetry focuses the wave
energy (e.g., as in a narrowing embayment). Peak stonn surge from a landfalling
cyclone increases with greater wind speeds and the areal extent of the stonn's
maximum winds, out to about 30 miles (48 km).
Stonn surge also occurs when a stonn parallels the coast without making landfall.
The stonn surge will precede the passage of the stonn's center when winds blow
onshore preceding passage of the eye. Similarly, the surge will lag the stonn's center
when the hurricane is moving such that onshore winds follow the passage of the eye.
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Offshore winds that are associated with a storm can produce a negative surge, as the
sea level is lowered by the strong winds blowing out from the coast.
Storm surge is estimated to generally diminish in depth by 1 to 2 ft (0.3 to 0.6 m)
for every mile (1.6 kIn) that it moves inland. Even if the inland elevation were only 4
to 6ft (1.2 to 1. 8m) above mean sea level, a storm surge of 20ft (6m) might
typically reach no more than 7 to 10 miles (11 to 16 kIn) inland. Thus, the most
destructive effect of the storm surge hazard is on beaches and offshore islands.
Storm Surge Hazards. A stonn surge can be deadly. In 1900, up to 12,000
deaths occurred in Galveston, Texas, primarily as a result of the stonn surge that
was associated with a Gulf of Mexico hurricane. In 1957, a stonn surge was the
major cause of death for 390 people in Louisiana. The stonn surge, associated with
hurricane Audrey, was over 12ft (3.5 m) in depth and extended as far inland as
25 miles (40 kIn) in this particularly low-lying region. In September 1928, the
waters of Lake Okeechobee, FL driven by hurricane winds, overflowed the banks
of the lake and were the main cause of more than 1800 deaths.
Areas to be evacuated due to stonn surge in the case of hurricane landfall are
detennined through a model developed by the National Weather Service (NWS)
called SLOSH (sea, lake, and overland surges from hurricanes; Jarvinen and Lawrence, 1985). The SLOSH model is used to define flood-prone areas in 31 "SLOSH
basins" along the u.S. Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic coasts (Fig. 2). Determination of
stonn surge vulnerabilities is the result of an interagency and intergovernmental
process funded by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Anny Corps of
Engineers, and various state and local governments (BTFFDR, 1995). From development through application the SLOSH process for a particular location takes about
2 years. Because coastlines are constantly changing due to human and natural forces,
the SLOSH process is an ongoing challenge.
Winds
The strong winds of a hurricane can produce considerable structural damage and risk
to life from flying debris, even inland from the coast. The damage caused by
hurricane Andrew was predominantly due to wind. Although winds reduce after
landfall, as the central pressure increases, and the intensity of the storm lessens,
destructive winds can still occur far inland.
The damage from winds is proportional to the energy of the airflow, i.e., to the
velocity squared; thus, a wind of 100 mph is four times as effective at causing
damage as a wind of 50 mph. Maximum gusts, of course, are even stronger than
reported sustained winds (which are measured in the United States by averaging
wind speed over I min). In a hurricane over the open ocean at about 36 ft (II m) a
gust averaged over 2 s is generally about 25% greater than the I min average. For flat
grassland, the 2-s speed is around 35% larger, while in woods or cities, this measure
of gust speeds is 65% greater. Thus a I min average wind of 100 mph would be
expected to have gusts to 125 mph over the ocean and 165 mph over a forest.
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1. Boston Harbor
2. Narragansett/
Buzzards Bay
3. New York/
Long Island Sound
4. Delaware Bay
5. Atlantic City
6. Ocean City
7. Chesapeake Bay
8. Norfolk
9. Pamlico Sound
10. Wilmington, N.C./
Myrtle Beach
11. Charleston Harbor
12. Savannah/Hilton Head
13. Brunswick/Jacksonville
14. Lake Okeechobee
15. Cape Canaveral
16. Palm Beach

17.
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20.
21.
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23.
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30.
31.
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Figure 2 The 31 SLOSH basinsalong the U.S. Gulf and Atlantic coasts.

Rainfall. Rainfall from hurricanes is beneficial to agriculture, such as the rains
from hurricane Dolly (1995) in southern Texas and northeastern Mexico that
relieved a drought (Rippey, 1997; cf. Sugg, 1967). Even relatively weak tropicallike disturbances can result in extreme rainfall, as seen, for example, over coastal
Texas in September 1979 in which upwards of 19 inches (483 mm) of rain inundated
the area over a period of several days (Bosart, 1984). Occasionally, for reasons not
completely understood, rainfall is light in the vicinity of hurricanes. Hurricane Inez
in 1966, for instance, resulted in only a few drops of rain in Miami for several hours
when the center was south and south-southwest of Miami and at its closest point to
the city. At the time, Miami was under the storm and, normally, torrential rains
would have been expected. As a result of the absence of rain, the strong winds
blew salt spray many miles inland, causing severe damage to vegetation from salt
accumulation. Homestead Air Force Base, south of Miami and closer to the oath
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traveled by the hurricane's center,received only 0.62 inches (15.7 mm) of rain during
the entire stonn.
Tornadoes. Tornadoes are also a threat from tropical cyclones. Much of the
damage of Andrew was associated with tornadic vortices whose wind speedswere
added onto the large-scale hurricane winds (Black and Wakimoto, 1994). These
rapidly rotating small-scale vortices are spawned in squalls, usually in the front
right quadrant of the storm with respect to the storm's track.
Wind damage and tornadoes also can occur well inland associated with tropical
cyclones. In 1959, hurricane Gracie caused 12 deaths in central Virginia 24h after
landfall on the South Carolina coast. Hurricane Hugo in 1989 caused significant
damage in Charlotte, North Carolina, after landfall.

Inland Impacts
Inland, away from the coast, the largest threat to life and property occurs as a result
of flash flooding and large-scale riverine flooding from excessive rainfall. Particularly dangerous are tropical cyclones whose rainfall is initially light and benign after
landfall only to erupt a couple of days later into torrential downpours when the
environment becomes favorable for precipitation of the large quantities of tropical
moisture that have moved inland with the storm.
A particularly extreme example of such a system is hurricane Camille of 1969.
After killing 139 people along the Gulf coast on August 17, the storm rapidly
weakened after moving inland across Mississippi, into Tennessee and Kentucky.
There was relatively little concern expressed by the National Weather Service and
certainly no hint of the tragedy that was to happen on the night of August 19, 1969,
in central Virginia. The 24-h and 12-h precipitation forecasts for the area, for
example, indicated that only slightly more than 2 inches (50 mm) were expected.
In fact, a deluge occurred in one part of Virginia as the remnants of Camille began to
rejuvenate through interaction with a cold front and when the associated moist
tropical air was lifted by the mountains. The rainfall of almost 30 inches
(760 mm) in 6 h liquefied soils on the mountainous slopes and flooded drainage
basins, burying and drowning 109 individuals. As a result of this tragedy, a radar
site was installed in southern Virginia. One of the justifications of the new National
Weather Service U.S. Doppler radar network (the WSR-D-88 system) is to detect
heavy rainfall events.
Such excessive rains well inland from landfalling tropical cyclones should be
expected occasionally as occurred over Georgia associated with tropical storm
Alberto in 1994. The environment of a storm is a localized region of the atmosphere
that is enriched with water vapor, well in excess of even the average tropical environment. After landfall, this rich reservoir of moisture moves inland and can be
copiously precipitated when it is lifted through a mechanism such as a mountain
barrier and/or ascent over a weather front. Hurricane Agnes in 1972, for instance,
produced enormous rainfalls over large areas of the middle Atlantic statesbecause of
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strong large-scale atmospheric lifting and the movement of the moist air up and over
the Appalachian mountains, resulting in disaster.
Even snowfall has been reported to be associated with the inland portion of a
hurricane circulation. In 1963, hurricane Ginny left more than 14 inches (36cm) of
snow in northern Maine as the hurricane moved into Nova Scotia with winds of
around IOOmph (45mjs).

Societal

Impacts

When they strike the U.S. coast, hurricanes cost lives and dollars and disrupt
communities. Category 3, 4, and 5 storms-intense hurricanes-are responsible
for more than 80% of hurricane-related damages. Loss of life, however, occurs
ftom storms of various intensities. Due largely to better warning systems, hurricane-related loss of life has decreased dramatically in the twentieth century (NRC
1989). Yet, in spite of reduced hurricane-related casualties "-a large death toll in a
U.S. hurricane is still possible. The decreased death totals in recent years may be as
much a result of lack of major hurricanes striking the most vulnerable areas as they
are of any fail-proof forecasting, warning, and observing systems" (Hebert et al.,
1993, p. 14).
While loss of life has decreased,the economic and social costs of hurricanes are
large and rising. A rough calculation shows that annual losses to hurricanes have
been in the billions of dollars. In the United States alone, after adjusting for inflation,
tropical cyclones were responsible for an annual average of $1.6 billion for the
period 1950 to 1989, $2.2 billion over 1950 to 1995, and $6.2 billion over 1989
to 1995 (Hebert et al., 1996). For a comparison, China suffered an average $1.3
billion (unadjusted) in damages related to typhoons over the period 1986 to 1994
(World Meteorological Organization, various years). Significant tropical cyclone
damages are also experienced by other countries including those in East Asia
(including Japan, China, and Korea) and Southeast Asia, those along the Indian
Ocean (including Australia, Madagascar, and the southeast African coast), islands
of the Caribbean, and in Central America (including Mexico). While a full accounting of global damages has yet to be documented and made accessible, it is surely in
the tens of billions of dollars annually. Other estimates range to $15 billion annually
(e.g., Southern, 1992).
Experts have estimated that tropical cyclones result in approximately 12,000 to
23,000 deaths worldwide (Southern, 1992; Smith, 1992; Bryant, 1991). Tropical
cyclones have been responsible for a number of the largest losses of life due to a
natural disaster. For instance, in April 1991, a cyclone made landfall in Bangladesh
resulting in the loss of more than 140,000 lives and disrupting more than 10 million
people (and leading to $2 billion in damages; Southern, 1992). A similar storm
resulted in the loss of more than 250,000 lives November 1970. China, India, Thailand, and the Philippines have also seenloss of life in the thousands in recent years.
While the hurricane threat to the U.S. Atlantic and Gulf coasts has been widely
recognized, it has only been in recent years, following hurricane Andrew, that many
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public and private decisionmakershave soughtto betterunderstandthe economic
and socialmagnitudeof the threat.
One study has sought to "normalize" U.S. hurricane damagesto assessthe
impact that past stormswould havehad in 1995(Pielke and Landsea,1997).The
study adjustedpast damagesto accountfor changesin population, inflation, and
wealth. The study found a total of $366 billion in lossesover the period 1925 to
1995,or about$5 billion annually.Interestingly,the normalizeddatashowa trend of
decreasinglossesfrom the 1940sthroughthe early 1990s,which is contraryto the
non-normalizeddata(Figs. 3 and4). This highlights the good fortune experienced
by the U.S. with respectto hurricanelandfalls in recentdecades(Landseaet al.,
1996).

6

CONCLUSION

Tropicalcyclonesaffecthundredsof millions of peopleeveryyeararoundthe world.
While the rainfall produced by these storms often provides valuable societaland
environmentalbenefits,thesestormsalsohavethe potentialto inflict greatharmand
suffering. Recenthistory suggeststhat communitiesin the Atlantic basinhavebeen
fortunatein recentdecades,due to an extendedperiod of relativelyfewerhurricanes
(Landseaet al., 1996).However,simply becausehurricaneshave beendepressedin
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Figure 3
1997).
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recent decadesdoes not eliminate the possibility of large impacts,as shown by
hurricane Andrew, which occurredduring the quietest4-year period of hurricane
activity since 1950. The $30 billion hurricane Andrew was the costliesttropical
cyclone ever(Landseaet al., 1996;Pielke and Pielke, 1997).
Tropical cyclones occur everyyear aroundthe world. In this most basic sense,
they are "normal" climatologicaleventson planetEarth. But from a humanperspective, evena weaktropicalcyclonecanbe an "extreme" occurrence.The challengeof
effectivelyreducing societalvulnerabilityto hurricanesis mademore difficult by the
relative infrequencywith which stormsaffectparticularcommunities.Considerthat
the last major hurricane to strike Dade County, Florida, prior to Andrew was in
1950! Thus,one importantstepany decisionmakershouldtake is to understandthe
risks and potentialconsequences
of choicesmadein tropicalcyclone-proneregions.
Damaginglossesassociatedwith tropicalcyclonescan neverbe eliminated,but with
close attentionto those factorsthat increaseour vulnerability-where we live, how
we live, etc.-we can hope to live in greaterharmonywith one of nature'smost
powerful forces.
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